Navigating the
Roadway to
Self-Service
Saving $6.25M along the Way
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THE USA’S LARGEST
PROVIDER OF NONEMERGENCY MEDICAL
TRANSPORTATION
PROGRAMS FOR STATE
GOVERNMENTS AND
MANAGED CARE
ORGANIZATIONS TURNED
TO VOXGEN TO CREATE A
ROADMAP FOR
OPTIMIZING THEIR IVR
USER EXPERIENCE.

THEY WANTED:
Thought leadership to obtain the cleanest user experience
To Identify opportunities for automation that would help to
reduce inbound traffic
Improve brand alignment and customer perception in the
voice channel
Align the IVR with existing and planned self-service in other
contact channels
It was clear that this was going to be a challenging assignment. Our Customer
needed to provide a solution that would engage callers, gain their trust,
complement the organization’s caring ethos and ensure that callers continued
to get the high touch service when they needed it most. To add to the
challenge, the solution needed to provide a tailored service to callers on
behalf of literally hundreds of medical service providers. Perfect. We love a
challenge!
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DISCOVERY PROCESS
We started with our usual Discovery process that saw the VoxGen
team take a deep dive into the caller needs, business needs and
processes and the technical environment. Aligning those three
areas, the team identified significant opportunities that promised
to deliver multi-million-dollar savings and huge improvements in
customer experience and brand alignment. The recommendations
included:

A new Persona design to better represent the brand
and that would also be more engaging to callers
An improved customer experience that uses data to
create a more personalized experience while also
helping to reduce caller effort

Automation of the Identification and Authentication
process to shave time off agent calls
Fast and efficient self-service for ride confirmation,
cancellation and eligibility checks
Enhancing the IVR experience with text messages for
ride confirmations and reminders
The Discovery also identified an opportunity to leverage existing
telephony and infrastructure investments, while adding VoxGen’s
platform to deliver a smart, conversational customer experience,
journey analytics data and dynamic control of the applications.
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DESIGNING AND DEVELOPING THE IVR
SELF-SERVICE SOLUTION
The solution had to work for Members & Families, Healthcare
Professionals, State Agencies & MCOs plus Transportation Providers.
The service provided to members and health care professionals is
dictated by their state of residence and the healthcare provider
within that state (UHC, Aetna, etc.). HIPAA /PHI regulations require
Identification & Authentication to access PHI (Personal Health
Information). Quite a lot to deal with!

We then went through an iterative process of design, and usability
testing to evaluate and refine the new IVR design (using prototypes
that we automatically generated using our Design tool and Design
Cloud service.) The results were fantastic! We saw an increase of
CSAT from 3.5/5 with existing IVR to 4.7/5 for redesigned IVR:

Existing IVR - Baseline

3.5
Average CSAT

4.3

Voxgen Redesign Iteration 1

Average CSAT

Voxgen Redesign Iteration 2

ITERATIVE DESIGN AND USABILITY EVALUATION
As always, we leaned on our established conversational design
process to guide our design decisions and give stakeholders
confidence in the design. We completed a baseline usability study
on the existing IVR to evaluate the current experience for key tasks
such as finding out the status of a ride and cancelling a ride.
This allowed us to understand usability issues that existed in the
current IVR as well as identifying opportunities for optimising the
redesigned IVR.

4.7
Average CSAT
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While the existing IVR was perceived by participants as long-winded,
ambiguous and difficult to use, the redesigned IVR was seen as
easy to use, quick, efficient and helpful. Key improvements were
particularly noted in task flow, proactive treatments, perceived call
length and on the conversational, user-focused design.
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“Comparing to current one (IVR), this
is much easier. I felt more in control.”

THE DETAILED DESIGN
Contract Configuration – It’s complicated!

“That was actually perfect - it answered every
single question I could think of - about details of
the appointment and reference number.
The best part was it picked up your number
and referred to your particular ride.”

Clearly the callers liked, it, and our Customer loved the results
and the confidence it gave in moving to the detailed design stage.
That’s where we figure out all the little details that transform a
great prototype design into a natural, engaging and robust IVR
experience.

The application provides a member specific experience for over
140 contracts. The system uses the ‘Dialed Number Identification
Service’ (DNIS) to detect which telephone number was dialed by
a caller, and to determine how the IVR should be configured to
present the correct experience for that contract. For example,
loading a branded greeting, presenting language and menu options,
setting identification configurations (each contract has different
member ID lengths), playing open hours and number of days’ notice
for reservations, and setting transfer destinations to route callers to
call centers.
The great thing about the app, is that a lot of this configuration can
be done dynamically, via VoxGen’s admin console.
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Multiple Languages
The IVR supports full functionality in Spanish. For all other
languages, the IVR presents initial messaging, main menu options,
and transfer messages in those languages. In total the system
supports 11 languages, with all the translations and audio files
(there are 7363 in total!) managed via VoxGen’s design cloud.

Data-driven personalization
The system looks up the caller’s telephone number to determine
whether the caller is a Member. If a match to a Member record is
found, the system saves key identification and account details for
use during the call. The application screens the caller’s account
details to determine whether the Member qualifies for proactive
treatments – an offer to hear the summary of the most current
active ride or the option of opting in for proactive SMS messages.

Identification and Authentication
The application employs a combination of strategies to identify
and authenticate members. Members successfully completing
Identification are able to access their ride summary in the IVR,

with additional authentication tokens being required to access
healthcare information and customer data protected by HIPAA.
In cases where calls require agent transfer, the application attempts
to fully identify and authenticate those callers prior to transfer. The
application then passes key account information via CTI to allow
caller account details to be screen popped to agents.
Summary of identification and authentication strategies:

Identification tokens:
Auto Member Lookup match to a single member
Trip ID and Date of Service
Member ID
Authentication tokens:
Trip ID or Member ID (required if Identification is
Auto Member Lookup match)
Date of Birth
Zip Code
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Existing Reservation Automation
The application employs identification and authentication strategies
to allow Members to access a variety of existing ride automation
services (while safeguarding protected healthcare information
and customer data). The application allows Members who have a
match on Auto Member Lookup or who provide a trip ID and date
of service (or member ID) to hear their Ride Summary (containing
no HIPAA protected information) consisting of pick up time, pickup
street & city, and drop-off street & city. They can then opt to hear
detailed trip information including the pickup and drop-off street
address and pickup times for each leg of their ride, or to cancel their
reservation (based on a set of predefined business rules). Ride detail
and trip cancelation self-service require further authentication
tokens to be entered (e.g. date of birth and zip code) in compliance
with HIPAA regulations.

Key self service functions include:

Ride summary
Ride details
Text message containing ride details
Ride cancellation
Confirmation by text
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Examples of the SMS messages demonstrate the proactive approach
to ride assist.

RESULTS
The complex solution was delivered in 11 months, and is already
delivering benefits to callers and clients of our customer. Data
feeds from VoxGen’s solution are being aggregated with data from
other parts of the organization to analyze the customer journey
and identify opportunities to enhance benefits and further improve
the customer experience. We believe the delivery of a new IVR or
interactive SMS solution is not the end of a project, but the start
of a process of continuous improvement to ensure the business
case is met: not just in the short term, but over the lifetime of the
investment, so we’re already working to improve the experience
and identify new opportunities to make callers happy and our
customer even happier.
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ESSENTIAL IVR
READING
CHECK OUT OUR
BEST PRACTICE
ADVICE TO DELIVER
SMART, CONNECTED,
CONVERSATIONAL IVR

Outrageously Great
IVR Planning Guide
The 9 key principles to design,
develop and deploy smart, connected
conversational IVR applications

Quick Win
Guerrilla IVR Tactics
7 quick, low-cost ways to
transform your IVR customer
experience from good to great
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IVR Customer
Experience Checklist
Score your customer experience
against 35 essential IVR criteria to
pinpoint areas for improvement

Cloud IVR
Checklist

10 reasons to choose VoxGen
Cloud Hosting for your IVR

Let’s Rid the
World of Bad IVR
8 imperatives and our 4
differences to make your IVR
experiences extraordinary

The Channel
CX Forgot

Why bad IVR is undermining your
whole customer experience and
what to do about it
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EFFECTIVE IVR
IN ACTION
LEARN WHY THESE
SUCCESSFUL
ORGANISATIONS HAVE
HAPPIER CUSTOMERS

Healthcare IVR
Case Study

Insurance IVR
Case Study

Water Utility IVR
Case Study

Retail Pharmacy
IVR Case Study

A more human IVR delivers ROI
in just 7 months for healthcare
clinics chain

£2M saved over 5 years with
new self-service IVR handling
25% of all calls

Callers get faster answers at lower
cost, thanks to streamlined IVR

Customer satisfaction figures soar
with new self-service IVR application
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About VoxGen
VoxGen is a company on a mission: to rid the world of bad IVR. We’re an experienced
group of design experts and technologists who believe there’s a better way of
delivering automated customer experiences. And we’ve successfully accomplished that
for a wide range of consumer brands around the world.
We help big brands see the customer experience through their customers’ eyes and get
their automated and self-serve channels working more effectively and more efficiently.
If you’re serious about putting your customer first, while keeping costs down, we
can help.

GET IN TOUCH
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